MEDIA RELEASE

Cyber Capital to renounce a potential merger and clearing the way for
future growth
Amsterdam, 4 March, 2021 – Cyber Capital has renounced a potential merger with Icoinic Capital. Cyber
Capital, which marks the upcoming fifth anniversary of its successful cryptocurrency fund, has cleared
the way for independent future growth.
Cyber Capital would like to clarify that the company has refrained from a potential merger with Icoinic
Capital due to diverging views on a potential future collaboration. Cyber Capital continues to be very well
positioned in providing excellent customer service and superior investment returns for its investors
through its cryptocurrency fund.
The track record of its cryptocurrency fund, which was launched nearly five years ago (April 2016) as one
of the first funds of its kind, continues to generate outstanding long-term performance compared to
relevant benchmarks (BTC/CRIX). In addition, Cyber Capital plans to expand its market leadership in the
cryptocurrency investment space. For that purpose, the company plans a forthcoming market expansion
to enable future growth and strengthen its footprint.
Justin Bons, Founder and CEO of Cyber Capital: “We have been successfully growing our cryptocurrency
fund capabilities for nearly five years, and now we are in the process of initiating an international
expansion to further scale our business and drive sustainable growth.”
The experienced Cyber Capital team is currently composed of Justin Bons (Founder and CEO), Dax
Nagtegaal (Client Manager), Zeb Lelie (Head of Research), and Zev de Zeeuw (Quantitative Analyst).

Cyber Capital is a leading crypto investment company based in Amsterdam (Netherlands) with a
successful track record in generating exceptional returns for a long-term investment horizon. The team
combines a crypto-native expertise with a honed investment strategy to create smart investment
opportunities in a digital economy.
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